With ReSound Magna,
you’ll be able to:

TURN UP THE
VOLUME ON LIFE

1 Experience more power without
feedback
2 Get better speech understanding and
great sound quality

The powerful choice
for super power users

3 Hear more of the high tones
ReSound® helps people rediscover
hearing. We develop hearing solutions
that emulate the natural ear to let
people forget their hearing loss and
that they wear hearing instruments
– enabling them to live rich, active and
fulfilling lives.

4 Enjoy attractive, ergonomic and
durable design

Two versions, five colours
*

Black

Medium Blonde Marble grey

Beige

Learn more at
www.resound.com/magna

*

Dark brown
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* Only available in Magna 4 model

ReSound Magna comes in two technology
levels in five colour options to choose from.

The volume control
and program buttom
are easy to operate
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Choose ReSound Magna
for more active living

1 Experience more power
without feedback

3 Hear more of
the high tones

At ReSound, we understand that having a
severe to profound hearing loss presents
significant challenges for hearing in daily
life. That’s why we’ve developed ReSound
Magna™ – our new, digital super power BTE,
with advanced technology and features that
will empower you to get more out of your
hearing. So you can live the life you want.

ReSound Magna is one the most powerful
BTEs in the market, providing more
amplification in the situations where you need
it the most. Thanks to the excellent feedback
suppression system DFS Ultra™, ReSound
Magna will keep the power level high without
annoying feedback.

ReSound Magna also comes equipped with
Sound Shaper™ – an advanced algorithm that
makes sounds that are normally impossible to
hear audible again. This means that important
speech cues are enhanced, just as bird sounds
and children’s voices are more clearly audible.

2 Get better speech
understanding and
great sound quality

4 Enjoy attractive,
ergonomic and
durable design

With ReSound Magna, you can enjoy a rich,
detailed amplification with great sound quality
– thanks to the unique Surround Sound by
ReSound™ technology.

ReSound Magna is built with heavy usage,
easy handling and aesthetics in mind. It’s
robust and fully coated from the inside out with
iSolate™ nanotech – a superior and durable
treatment that makes it highly water repellant
– all to support an active lifestyle.

And ReSound Magna’s advanced directionality
feature makes it easier to distinguish where
speech and other important sounds are
coming from improving speech understanding
in noise. Furthermore, ReSound Magna
reduces wind noise, enabling you to hear
more comfortably outdoors.

